JOB OFFER:
GLOBAL HEAD OF SUSTAINABILITY
(M/F)

1 JOB SUMMARY

• The role of Vinventions’ Global Head of Sustainability is to understand the implications of global and regional sustainability agendas for our business and act accordingly to address risks and pursue opportunities. We also work to influence the agendas in accordance with our business interests through a variety of stakeholder engagements, while also documenting the sustainability benefits of our own solutions in the market.

• As Global Head of Sustainability, you will work closely with colleagues to develop and provide analyses and data needed for our industry groups and key customers globally. Help our businesses use sustainability as a business differentiator, and also identify new business opportunities based on sustainability challenges.

• This position is located in Thimister, Belgium and requires travelling 30% of the time.

2 ESSENTIAL DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES

• Build Vinventions sustainability vision, strategy with input from key stakeholders internally and externally.

• Ensure sustainability storyline is consistent and present throughout entire product line.

• Plan, design, and execute market research studies — (e.g. market, demographic, economic, and other financial data) from internal and external sources (e.g. databases, articles, statistics, industry reports) and in some cases conduct primary market research.

• Track the global sustainability agenda (relevant to Vinventions businesses and keep up-to date on relevant developments globally. Summarize and share with stakeholders when relevant.

• Identify and substantiate business opportunities for new solutions in existing markets and/or new markets for existing solutions driven by our business agenda.

• Lead and manage sustainability project pipeline and ensure timely and successful project execution.

3 KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE, EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

• 7+ yrs of designing and leading global sustainability strategy.

• MBA preferred - Bachelors or graduate education in STEM preferred (science, technology, engineering, math).

• Track record of identifying, creating, and leading external partnerships in industry, public affairs, and trade groups.

• Experience and expert understanding of public policy, regulation, and legislation.

• Data analytics; experience prioritizing projects by creating business cases, NPV and ROI.

• Project management experience in cross-functional teams.

• Exceptional track record of strategy, project execution.

4 REQUIRED COMPETENCIES

• Highly analytical, strategic, and data driven.

• Ability to inspire, lead, and drive cross-functional teams without direct supervision; high emotional intelligence.

• Strong presentation, public speaking experience; storytelling expert.

• Professional PowerPoint and Excel content creation.

As the most comprehensive provider of closure solutions worldwide, Vinventions’ “House of 7 Brands” includes a portfolio of seven product and services brands designed to support the diverse requirements of still and sparkling wine producers across six continents.

Vinventions strives to provide closure solutions that maximize performance, design and sustainability, thanks to its uniquely innovative brands that span every major closure category including Nomacorc PlantCorcs™, Ohlinger natural corks, Vintop and Alplast screwcaps and Syntek synthetic closures.

The performance of Vinventions’ product brands are further enhanced by Wine Quality Solutions which include enological devices, equipment and services that improve the quality and consistency of wine through real-time quality control.

Vinventions’ Wine Marketing Solutions bring a scientific approach to the art of wine marketing with services including neuromarketing, brand promotion programs, packaging design support and consumer research.

Relevant prior experience:

• Management consulting

• Brand Marketing

• Non-profit program manager

• Media, advertising

• Political lobbying

• Sustainability manager

5 REQUIRED COMPETENCIES

• Highly analytical, strategic, and data driven.

• Ability to inspire, lead, and drive cross-functional teams without direct supervision; high emotional intelligence.

• Strong presentation, public speaking experience; storytelling expert.

• Professional PowerPoint and Excel content creation.

Are you interested? Send your application (CV & cover letter) to Brigitte André: jobs@vinventions.com
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